
 

 

B&G Electronics: Vehicle Intercom Systems, 

Active Battery Monitors and more 

 

As of July 1, 2016, TSS International BV in The Netherlands were appointed official European distributor 
for B&G Electronics. 
 
The collaboration between Columbia-based B&G Electronics and TSS International ensures that B&G 
acquire a reliable and respected partner within Europe, and provides TSS International with a new 
product in their quest to expand their already high-quality selection for the armoured and civilian 
vehicle market. 
 
TSS has high expectations for this expansion in its ‘Armour Mobility’ product portfolio. The enthusiastic 
customer response to the collaboration and the first results received from a test institute on behalf of 
EMC/CE certification are promising. 
 
B&G has already sold 40,000 intercoms on the global market and, with TSS International, the company 
now has their long-sought-after partner for the European market. 
 
Both companies are distinguished in advanced technology and user-friendly products, and consistently 
pursue their shared business philosophy to achieve the highest possible customer satisfaction. 
 
By storing a small stock of selected products on TSS premises, both parties are confident that the 
European vehicle manufacturers and converters can be successfully serviced with this new high-quality 
addition to the market. 
 
A brief overview of the features for vehicles that B&G offers: 
 

 The PW Series, a vehicle intercom for inside-outside communication, is available in 50, 100 and 
200 watts. 

 The PW Series is standard-equipped with integrated sirens that have multiple tone options. 

 The PW Series also has an optional, practical hand-held microphone with easy control of all 
functions. 

 The VC Series, for internal communication in vehicles with two or more compartments, for 
example limousines or prisoner transport vehicles. 



 The BM, a monitor that provides insight into the voltage level/status of the two batteries in a 
vehicle equipped with many electronics. 

 
For more information on these and other TSS products, please contact our sales team via 
sales@tssh.com, or by phone: +31 180 618 922. 
 
We are also available as usual at the biennial Security Essen trade show in Essen, Germany, from 27-30 
September 2016, and look forward to welcoming you there at our stand: 
 
Number 6D37 in Hall number 6.0. 

 

 

 

 

 


